Abstract-Perceived depth models represent the perception of depth by human being with algebraic structure of observation environment. Most conventional models do not consider the fact of non-physical components such as color, shape and other information from the contents itself. In this paper, we analyzed the relationship between hue information and the perceived depth while other factor such as observation environment fixed. We generated test patterns with the change of hue information for pre-defined image structure and tested the perceived depth. The perceived depth model considering hue information is proposed in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
3-Dimensional images are popular in these days, especially on the field of 3-dimensional movie theater, video and so on. In the process of making 3-D film and editing, the control of depth information is very important. There is no quantitative measure for this control because it depends on the personal characteristics of 3-D viewing. Therefore, it is difficult to make quantitative measure for representative cases.
However, there are some methods for describing the perceived depth information by using the parameters of 3-D viewing condition such as the observation distance from the display to the observer, inter-pupil distance of observer, device characteristic and so on. The characteristic of visual discomfort is one of the important issues in this field. Visual discomfort means the observer feels some fatigue with the specific observation parameters of observation environment such as observation angle and distance between the observer and display devices. There is visual discomfort zone [1] - [2] and the observer feels visual fatigue when he or she watches 3-D contents [3] - [4] .
Visual discomfort zone means that if the observer is in discomfort zone when he or she observes 3-D images on some display, he or she feels discomfort. In other case, when the observer is in comfort zone, he or she feels no discomfort for the 3-D images. This phenomenon comes from the geometrical parameters such as the distance between the Jeong-Yeop Kim is with the Department of Undeclared Major, University of Young-San, 99 Pilbong-gilHaeundae-Gu, Busan, 612-743, Korea (e-mail: neocopy@ysu.ac.kr).
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observer and the display, the inter-pupil distance of the observer, disparity of the image pixel position and dot pitch of display device and so on. This feeling of discomfort causes fatigue when the observer watches 3-D images. The fatigue does not caused from only these parameters mentioned above, however these parameters has potential influence on it.
Because there are so many other reasons for the observer feels fatigue. For example, the physical conditions, emotional changes, and so on. In the researches related the perception of depth assumes the fatigue comes from mainly from the geometrical parameters mentioned above and usually ignores those other reasons.
This is an important factor in the evaluation of perceived depth of observer. One of the methods includes depth tuning technique by defining safety zone. Chang Yuan [5] et al. calculated this kind of safety zone in some particular observation environment with fixed size of display device. They controlled the depth information by shifting and scaling based on human visual characteristics.
Kim et al. [6] tried to include the parameters from contents as color information into perceived depth model. They used color information as hue and lightness together. The perceived depth model was modified by using hue and lightness information in the form of scaling the depth.
In this paper, we are interested in using hue information only rather than use the hue and lightness information together. The perceived depth model should be modified as the form of offset adjustment rather than scale.
II. CONVENTIONAL METHODS

A. Conventional Perceived Depth Model
Perceived depth model has been considered by many researchers and most of them did not take the effect of human visual factor and just thought about the algebraic structure of observation environment.
According to the research of Chang Yuan [5] et al., if the stereo images are captured in parallel mode camera, the perceived depth is proportional to disparities and can be represented in (1) where, D is perceived depth, V is observation distance (distance from observer to display device), I is IPD (inter-pupil distance) of observer, SD is horizon pixel pitch of display device and d is disparity information. The visual comfort zone is computed as in In Fig. 1 , the main parameters to decide visual comfort are observer-to-screen distance and disparity at screen. These two parameters have great influence on fatigue. They shifted the images laterally to adjust disparity image and correct the data outside visual comfort zone. Additionally, if the shift values are not compatible for the scene, for example, very big to be shifted, these data can be scaled. By this approach, they can calibrate the 3-D images and make it comfortable when the observer watches the images. But there exist some artifact for disparity information because this approach adjusts the disparity values directly and there can be some discontinuity by this adjustment. In this paper, we are interested in some method how can we adjust the degree of depth not by direct adjustment of disparity.
Perceived depth model represents the actual depth perceived for some 3D images by human being in some observation condition. If we fix the observation condition such as observation distance, display device and so on, the perceived depth model gives constant depth information regardless of the displayed contents [5] . It is not considered the property of contents displayed on display device and the perceived depth is represented by just the physical, algebraic parameters and proportional rate of observation environment. However, according to the human visual experiment of depth perception [7] , the actual perceived depth can be varied with the change of displayed contents such as wavelength or luminance values.
B. Human Visual Experiment on Depth Perception
However, it is known that hue and luminance components give some influence on depth perception of human-being from the physiological experimental reports about human vision and depth perception.
Cary Lu [7] et al. set experiment environment and generated stereopsis images. Stereopsis image by many type of combination was generated and used in experiment on if human being can recognize the depth information for the images or not. The contents of combination can be represented as wavelength (λ) of patch luminance (L) information. These two factors can be manipulated by experimenter and therefore, gives many patterns for this experiment. The test environment is as shown in Fig. 2 and test pattern is shown in Fig. 3 .
The result is shown in Table I and Table II . The depth of green object on red background is well perceived at low luminance (average contrast 10.5). The other case, red object should have high luminance (average contrast 1.5) to be perceived well. This fact of hysteresis means hue and luminance gives some influence on depth perception of human being. 
C. Perceived Depth Model with Color Information
Kim et al. [6] included the parameters of color information into perceived depth model. They used color information as hue and lightness together. They proposed the perceived depth model as (2) . The test pattern is shown in Fig. 4 . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The test synthetic images for this new model can be generated by 3dhippie_stereocam_v1.6.4 [8] of Fig. 5 and be shown in Fig. 6 . The test image set were generated as video with running time of 16 seconds. We used two balls as the test object and set the color of two balls as Table III 
all possible color combinations using 13 colors from C1 to C13. The combination was performed as (C Left , C Right ) like (C1, C2), (C1,C3), …and (C12,C13). C Left ball was put on left side of the scene and starts to move close to the eye at 
This ball arrives to the position most close to the eye at T = 8 sec, and it moves the reverse route it already moved and finally to the initial position at T = 16 sec.
These sample colors were set by sampling of hue information uniformly as Fig. 7 . The lightness was set to specific predefined fixed value and the hue information was changed only. The sampled hue information does not represent perfect uniform case because of gamut problem. The closest samples to ideal case were selected for the test. The background of the test video was set to RGB values as (64, 64, 64).
IV. PROPOSED MODELING
In this paper, the perceived depth model is considered as the offset of depth information with the change of color contrast.
We are interested in the parameter of D off . The relationship between hue combination and D off is tested and analyzed in this paper.
The test was performed as follows:  Step 1) Test video is displayed on the 3D-TV at T = 0 
Step 2) The video starts to play. C Left and C Right moves
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according to the route pre-defined.  Step 3) Observer find out the exact position of frame number that guarantees C Left and C Right are on the same distance from the observer. We call this point as "Forward match point".  Step 4) Observer continues to watch the video and find out the next position of frame number when C Left and C Right meets again. We call this point as "Backward match point".  Step 5) Test above 4 steps for 78 video sets.
By the whole test, we can find out the exact forward and backward frame number for the matching. Then, this frame number can be converted into distance information because all 480 frames displayed corresponds the maximum moved distance of C Left and C Right each. Therefore, we can estimate the relationship between hue change and relative perceived depth offset as described above. The forward match and backward match frame numbers are shown in Table IV and  Table V. The converted relative distance of matching are shown in Table VI and VII for forward and backward each. In Table VI , the relative distance D off shows some difference with the combination of hue. For the case of C1-C2 combination, the relative distance value is -5.83%. This means left ball with color C1 looks positioned in the same distance from the observer compared to the right ball with color C2 while the actual position of left ball is 5.83% closer to the observer compared to the position of right ball.
This fact shows the effect of "forward color" in color theory. C1 is more warm color compared to C2. This effect can be seen in other combination of hues. The backward match was considered if there exists effect of hysteresis. The result shows some hysteresis effect and this theme should be considered more specific in future studies. The method for generation of patterns should be considered in the future studies in the form of random dot style because this basic scheme was used by Cary Lu [7] et al.
The pattern would be generated as Fig. 8 and 9 . This pattern is composed of random dot plane. Before test this pattern, we considered the property of this pattern, and the parameters for the real situation would be differ from the results by using this pattern. Therefore, we developed another test pattern with some volume for the center object such as sphere. To make the test pattern with volume, we used the method for generation of RDS with volume [9] . In this method we can calculate the disparity offset for left and right image each by the geometry information in Fig. 10 . And for the 3D object in Fig. 10 , the depth image of Fig. 11 can be used. The test images can be generated by programming rather than by 3DS-Max and it is easy to adjust experimental configuration and parameters. The test image set can be generated with the same configuration of colors as Table III. In this paper, it is important to set the movement of center sphere properly to test the effect of hue in perception of depth. Some constraints would be needed for the setup of test environment as follows:
1) The center sphere should have proper size for the observation and depth of sphere should be small to minimize the effect of shape of center test object. 2) Background should have proper depth. The observer can perceive the depth of center sphere front and behind of this background.
3) The movement of center sphere should be linear so that the observer can decide the exact point of perception. 4) Observer should find out the matching point for the "Forward match" and "Backward match" as the previous case so that hysteresis could be checked. The image shown in Fig. 12 represents planar center disk with planar background and this can be thought as an initial result for the generation of test patterns with volume. To make this pattern, random dots pattern for background are generated with 50% of dots inside the area.
The front random dot pattern mask can be generated with the same size of Fig. 11 . Fill the circular area with random dot patterns for center sphere by using depth image of Fig. 11 as mask pattern.
If the corresponding pixel is included in black background of depth image, the random dot pattern is not filled for this case. If otherwise, it means the corresponding pixel is included in the center sphere pattern, therefore fill the random dot pattern for that case. Therefore, the pattern of circular center can be obtained by this procedure. To make the test pattern with volume, center sphere with volume should be positioned from behind to front position of background so that the observer can see the center sphere moves far from the observer to more close position.
The next step is making of center sphere with volume for flat background as mentioned above and as in Fig. 10 . In this case the background would be represented with "featureZ" values as 0 in Fig. 10 . This means the center sphere could not be positioned behind of background as the constraint number 2 above.
The test pattern should have two separate images for the foreground and background each. The foreground image can be defined as Fig. 11 and background image would be uniform planar pattern with a specific grey level such as 64. This value 64 can be set as "featureZ" in Fig. 10 .
The test pattern for our test should be in the form of video, therefore this kind of test still images would be expanded with the change of time. It means the size of center sphere should be larger and larger with time elapsed in some period for "Forward match" and be smaller and smaller after then for "Backward match".
This procedure of making test video would be implemented on further studies.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the method for finding relationship between the change of saturation values and perceived depth information was proposed. By the proposed method, we found if we decrease saturation values for some object in the scene, it looks like more farther than its real location. This fact can be utilized in reducing the viewing fatigue for 3D stereoscopic images because reduce in saturation values to some extent causes the change of perceived depth information without any distortion in depth. Therefore, the viewing fatigue can be controlled in some extent without distortion of depth information. The proposed perceived depth model can be modified to satisfy the conditions of real environment.
